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This course is delivered on a flexible learning basis. This means that most of your 
study will take place away from your Assessor/Tutor. It helps to carefully plan your 
studying so that you get the most out of your course. We have put together some 
handy tips for you below.

Study Guidance

 •   Try to plan an outline timetable of when and where you will study.

 •   Try to complete your work in a quiet environment where you are unlikely to  
be distracted.

 •   Set realistic goals and deadlines for the various elements of your course. 

 •   Plan what you are going to study during each session, and try and achieve  
this each time.

 •   After each session, reflect on what you have achieved and plan what you hope to 
complete next time. 

 •   Remember that not only do you have the support of your Assessor/Tutor, but it is 
likely that your family, friends and work colleagues will also be willing to help.

Assessor/Tutor Support

Your Assessor/Tutor will be available to support and guide you through the 
programme. They are experts in your area of study and are experienced in helping 
many different types of learners. 

They can help you to improve the standard of work you submit and will give  
you useful feedback on areas in which you have excelled, as well as where  
you can improve. 

Remember to listen to, or read, their feedback carefully. Ask if you are unsure about 
any of the feedback you receive as your Assessor/Tutor is there to help.

Make note of any tips they give. Refer to the learning materials as they contain the 
information you need to complete the end-of-unit assessments.

Look out for areas in which you can improve, and set yourself an action plan to make 
sure you complete the required work.

Take positive feedback on board; this demonstrates you are doing things right and 
have a good understanding of the subject area. 

Use the feedback to avoid repeating any mistakes you may have made.

Enjoy your studies!

How to use your learning materials
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Workbook Contents

In this workbook you will learn about the roles and issues relating to Cyber Security. 
You will gain an understanding of cyber security and the impact that cyber crime 
can have on individuals, businesses, and nations. You will develop an understanding 
of the motivations of cyber crime and where potential threats can come from. You 
will also investigate various job functions in the sector and identify the key skill 
requirements.
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Each section has a corresponding assessment that must be 
completed in order to achieve this part of the programme.

The assessments for this workbook can be found in:

Assessment 1

When you have completed this workbook, you should 
attempt the assessment. Your Assessor/Tutor will then give 
you detailed written feedback on your progress.

Assessment 1 1

Learner contact details

Name:

Contact address:

Postcode: Contact number:

Email:

Learner declaration

I confirm that the answers in Assessment 1 were completed by me, represent my own 
ideas and are my own work.

Learner signature: Assessment date:

If you need any help in completing these Assessments, refer to the 
relevant section within Workbook 1, or contact your Assessor/Tutor.

 EMP 1 In paid employment for 16 hours or more  
per week 

 EMP 2 In paid employment for less than 16 hours  
per week 

 EMP 4 Self-employed for 16 hours or more per week 
 EMP 5 Self-employed for less than 16 hours per week 
 NPE 1 Not in paid employment, looking for work and 

available to start work 
 NPE 2 Not in paid employment, not looking for work 

and/or not available to start work (including retired) 
 VOL 1 Voluntary work 

Please tick one of the boxes below to show what your status will be when you complete this course.
 GAP 1 Gap year before  

starting HE
 EDU 1 Traineeship 
 EDU 2 Apprenticeship 
 EDU 3 Supported Internship
 EDU 4 Other FE* (Full-time) 
 EDU 5 Other FE* (Part-time) 
 EDU 6 HE 
 OTH # (please state)

………………………………

Assessment 1

NCFE Level 2 Certificate in the 
Principles of Cyber SecuritySAM
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Every effort has been made to ensure the content of this workbook is accurate 
at the time of print/production. As some information (for example, legislation 
and government bodies) can change, we recommend that you check the latest 
guidance and advice to ensure your answers are accurate and current.

PLEASE READ!

In this section, you will gain an understanding of cyber security and the impact that 
cyber crime can have on individuals, businesses and nations. You will understand the 
motivations and reasons as to why cyber crime can occur and where potential threats 
can originate from. Finally, you will understand how attacks can be both targeted and 
untargeted.

What is ‘cyber crime’
Please read the following as it will help you to answer question 1.

Cyber crime can be classed as any criminal activity which involves a computer, 
networked device or a network. Most cyber crimes are undertaken in order to 
generate profit for the people behind the attacks – the cybercriminals.

The majority of cyber crimes are carried out against computers or devices such as 
printers and routers directly. Cybercriminals also use computers or networks to spread 
malware (software designed to damage or gain unauthorised access to a computer 
system), images and illegal information.

Cyber crime can be carried out by individuals or small groups. However, recently 
there have been a significant number of attacks carried out by highly organised 
criminal groups. These groups usually include skilled software developers and 
others with relevant expertise. One reason that cyber crime is difficult to stop is that 
cybercriminals are able to carry out attacks from anywhere in the world.

Types of cybercrime

There are many different types of cyber crime, and most cyber crimes are carried out 
with the expectation of making substantial amounts of money for the people carrying 
out the attacks. 
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For legal purposes, there are three broad types of cyber crime:

 • Cyber Dependent Crimes, where criminals use digital systems to attack digital 
targets. These include attacks on computer systems to disrupt IT infrastructure, and 
stealing data over a network using malware. The purpose of the data theft is usually 
to commit further crime.

 •  Cyber Enabled Crimes, which are ‘existing’ crimes, such as fraud, extortion and 
identity theft, that have been transformed by the use of the Internet. In many cases, 
the use of the Internet allows these crimes to be carried out on a very large scale.

 •  The use of the Internet to enable crimes such as drug dealing, people smuggling 
and other ‘real world’ types of crime. 

Did you know?

The first person convicted of a cyber crime was Ian Murphy, aka ‘Captain Zap’, 
who was convicted in 1981 of hacking into the AT&T telephone network and 
changing the internal clock to charge off-hour rates at peak times. He was 
sentenced to 1,000 hours of community service and 2.5 years of probation. 
He was the inspiration for the 1992 movie Sneakers.
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Motives behind cyber crime
Please read the following as it will help you to answer question 2.

Cyber crime has increased greatly, partly because committing crimes online makes 
it easy for the criminals to hide their identity and location, which can be anywhere in 
the world that has an Internet connection. This makes it challenging for police and 
other law enforcement agencies to locate them, but to futher complicate this different 
countries have different laws and bringing cyber criminals to justice often involves 
cooperation between countries.

The key motivations for cyber criminals are money and information. According to a 
Verizon Enterprise report, around 93% of attacks are motivated by reasons related 
to financial motivation and corporate or government espionage (spying). Another less 
frequent but broader set of motives is often categorised as ‘FIG’ (Fun, Ideology, and 
Grudges).

The graph below shows the main motives for cyber criminals between 2010 and 
2016.
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Some motives for cyber crime include:

Money

This can be the motive for many types of attacks and data theft. The cyber criminal 
will make money either by stealing from the victim directly, or by selling stolen data in 
underground marketplaces.

Competition

Gaining access to a business competitor’s data can be very valuable. Many attacks 
are aimed at stealing IP (Intellectual Property) such as blueprints, designs for new 
technology or research. However, competitors also carry out attacks for blackmail, to 
gain the upper hand in a specific market or to create bad PR for a competitor. 

Organisations that have intellectual property at the core of their business, such as 
pharmaceuticals, high tech manufacturing, mining or utility companies, are especially 
vulnerable to attacks from competitors.

Political motivation

In recent years, cyber crime has also been used for political reasons. This may take 
the form of actions such as attempting to manipulate elections, inserting malware or 
‘spyware’ (software that allows a user to gain information from another computer by 
transferring data secretly from their hard drive) into government systems or hacking 
the personal accounts of government members to learn information. 

Personal reasons

There are a wide range of personal reasons why people may attempt cyber crime. 
Some criminals just enjoy the challenge of finding and exploiting weaknesses in 
systems and software. Other people may do it for ideological reasons, for revenge or 
to expose sensitive information which they think is of interest to the public.    
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Did you know?

The cost of cyber crime in the UK is estimated to be around £27bn per 
year. A significant proportion of this cost comes from the theft of IP from UK 
businesses, which is estimated at £9.2bn per year. Worst-case scenarios, 
however, put the real impact of cyber crime much higher. 

Source: https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/
system/uploads/attachment_data/file/60943/the-cost-of-cyber-crime-
full-report.pdf

Examples of cyber crime attacks:

WannaCry virus attack, 2017

The WannaCry ransomware attack was a global attack where users’ files were 
held hostage, and a Bitcoin ransom was demanded for their return. 

Cybercriminals took advantage of a weakness in the Microsoft Windows 
operating system to gain entry to as many as 300,000 computers in 150 
countries. 

Thousands of NHS hospitals and surgeries across the UK were affected. The 
attack on the NHS was stopped by a 22-year-old former hacker turned cyber 
security expert who managed to find the ‘kill switch’ in the code and slow 
down the attack.

The attack was estimated to have cost the NHS £92 million, with global costs 
from the attack at around £5 billion.

A patch that could have stopped the attack had been released by Microsoft 
about two months earlier, but many users never downloaded it.

One billion user accounts stolen from Yahoo, 2013

In one of the largest cases of data theft in history, Yahoo had information from 
all of its three billion user accounts stolen.

Personal information including names, phone numbers, passwords and email 
addresses were taken from the Internet giant.

Yahoo claimed at the time that no bank details were taken, and only released 
information about the breach in 2017.

It was the second time Yahoo had suffered a major breach, after the accounts 
of nearly 500 million users were accessed in 2014.
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Who carries out cyber crime?
Please read the following as it will help you to answer question 3.

Threat actors

Definition of a threat actor

In cyber security, a threat actor is a broad term for any individual or group of 
individuals that attempts to conduct malicious activities against individuals or 
enterprises, whether intentionally or unintentionally.

Threat actors can be internal or external to the organisation being targeted.

Threat actors with the technical skills to target and breach security networks often 
fall into the category of hackers, but the term threat actor is broad and also includes 
security incidents initiated through negligence, mistake or social media.

Types of threat actors: 

 • Individual – This can include both insider and outsider actors. Individual 
cybercriminals may be motivated by gain or revenge. Some are employees who may 
carry out cyber crime intentionally, or unintentially through negligence, accident or 
incompetence.

 • Outside actors – Individuals acting alone, for either money or revenge. These are 
a much smaller threat than organised crime as they usually lack the resources for 
mounting wide-spread attacks.

 • Inside actor – These are people who already have access to sensitive data or 
processes from their work. They may be acting out of desire for money or revenge, 
or they may simply be careless or negligent. Insiders are less likely to trigger red 
flags or to cause alerts until it is too late.  

 • Organised crime – These are often highly sophisticated organisations who are 
motivated by profit. They usually target data that has a high value on the dark 
web, such as banking information, and also engage in ransomware attacks. These 
organisations may be quite large and will invest in technology and automation to 
improve their reach and scope.

 • Company – These may target other organisations, attempting to steal business 
secrets in order to gain a market advantage.
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 • Nation – Actors sponsored by nation-states tend to be sophisticated and well-
funded. They may carry out large-scale attacks or advanced persistent threats – 
stealthy attacks whose purpose is to gain long-term access to sensitive data. They 
may be motivated by gain, but are more usually motivated by national security, 
gaining IP data, political espionage, or attempts to influence the political process. 

 • Hacktivist – Hacktivists are politically, socially, or ideologically motivated and target 
victims for publicity or to effect change, and often plan high profile operations.

 • Script kiddie – These are actors who lack skills to write their own code, so they rely 
on scripts they have acquired from other sources. They may be motivated by peer 
competition, mischief or for gain, and their attacks are not very sophisticated, often 
being limited to defacing websites or launching denial-of-service attacks (DoS). 
These are attacks meant to shut down a machine or network, making it inaccessible 
to its intended users. DoS attacks work by flooding the target with traffic, often from 
computers that have been ‘hijacked’ using malware.

 • A hacker is any skilled computer user that uses their technical knowledge to 
overcome a problem. While ‘hacker’ can refer to any computer programmer, the 
term has become associated in popular culture with a ‘security hacker’, someone 
who uses their technical knowledge to bypass security systems and protocols to 
access ‘secure’ systems and networks.
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Did you know?

In the UK, it is estimated that around 88 percent of businesses have suffered 
some form of data breach in the past 12 months, with a small business being 
hacked every 19 seconds on average. 

Globally, cyber attacks are occurring constantly. In 2020, more than 267 
major public institutions were breached by cyber attacks that included:

 • a cyber attack on Norway’s parliament

 • an infiltration of Canada’s Justice Department

 • a malware infection of Chile’s Banco Estado 

 • hacking of servers belonging to Chinese tech giant Alibaba

 • malware infecting India’s National Informatics Centre

 • ransomware attacks on Newcastle University, Argentina’s border agency, 
Pakistan’s largest power utility K-Electric, Spanish bank SegurCaixa Adeslas, 
Clark County School District, French container line CMA CGM

 • data breaches of the Belarus Ministry of Internal Affairs, University of 
Tasmania, and Australia’s Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade

Source: https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/cyber-security-breaches-
survey-2019
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Knowledge Activity 1: Describe the following types of threat actor and the 
danger they represent to individuals and companies:

 • individual

 • company

 • nation

 • hacker

 • hacktivist
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External and insider threats
Please read the following as it will help you to answer question 4.

Cyber threats may be internal or external. An external threat may be much trickier 
to identify as it comes from someone that does not have authorised access to the 
data and has no formal relationship to the company. These threats could be from 
someone who is actively trying to carry out a cyber attack on the company or it could 
have been triggered accidentally from someone who saw an opportunity, perhaps 
by finding or stealing a company computer or mobile phone. Threats coming from 
outside the company always aim to cause disruption and damage. They are carried 
out for the purposes of stealing data, for financial gain, or to disrupt the operation of 
the company. 

Internal or insider threats are likely to come from someone who works at the 
organisation and has access to sensitive corporate data as part of their day-to-
day duties. This could be someone working within the company, or who works for 
subcontractors, external IT support engineers or consultants. Insiders have a much 
greater advantage in being able to carry out cyber attacks because they already have 
access. 

Recent cases highlight that many insider threats come from unhappy or disgruntled 
employees, such as someone who was informed they will be made redundant. These 
people may not carry out the attacks themselves, but may pass on or sell security or 
other inside information to those who will carry out the attack.

The reasons people carry out cyber attacks
Please read the following as it will help you to answer question 5.

We have already seen that almost any business or organisation can be a target for a 
cyber attack, so it follows that there are many reasons for these attacks. The most 
common reason is financial gain, but there may be a host of other motivations. 
Attacks on different industries tend to have different motivations.

Motivations for outsider/external attacks

Cyber attacks against businesses are often deliberate and are usually motivated by 
financial gain. However, other motivations may include:

 • Making a social or political point – e.g. hacktivism.

 • Espionage – such as spying on competitors to gain unfair advantage.

 • Intellectual challenge – so-called ‘white hat’ hacking.
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Attacks on healthcare providers may be designed to collect medical and personal data 
that can then be sold on. Stolen medical information can sometimes also be used to 
gain unauthorised entry to some medical programmes or to obtain prescription drugs 
for personal use or to sell for profit. 

Attacks on food service, accommodation and retail establishments are most often 
done to collect customer payment information, such as credit card numbers and 
addresses, which can then be used to make unauthorised purchases and for identity 
theft. Similarly, attacks on financial services can glean sensitive banking and credit 
card information.

Public administration bodies are often victims of data breaches where thieves try to 
steal confidential government records to sell to foreign entities. They may also be 
made by hackers who want to make a political statement.

Hacktivists are another source of external threat. These people often want to make 
a political or social statement, or to demonstrate their expertise and earn ‘bragging 
rights’. 

Motivations for insider/internal attacks

Many insider attacks are also carried out for financial gain. For example, around 
26% of internal hackers are based in systems administration. These employees have 
access to sensitive data and information and they may sell this data on to external 
sources. Other internal attacks may be motivated by a desire for revenge or to seek 
retribution for a slight or because they feel undervalued by their employer.

Technically proficient employees may use their systems access to open back doors 
into computer systems (a back door is any method that allows users or hackers to get 
around normal security measures to gain access to a computer system, network or 
software) or leave programmes on the network to steal information or wreak havoc. 
They may even sell access to these backdoors.

However, the largest number of internal attackers are actually people who have 
accidentally and unknowingly downloaded malware or leaked information accidentally. 
Many of these errors take place because an organisation is using outdated software, 
has failed to install needed updates and patches, or hasn’t invested in raising 
awareness among its employees. Social engineering attacks are also common. In this 
case, the employee has unwittingly given out a password or other information and 
does not know they are part of an attack. Social engineering attacks, like phishing, 
are also common.

Other insider attacks may be done for different types of personal gain. For example, 
in 2020, two former eBay employees pleaded guilty to a cyber stalking campaign 
against a Massachusetts couple whose online newsletter was seen as critical of the 
e-commerce company.
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Example 1

An office administrator who stole almost £600,000 from her employers in 
order to fund her online gambling addiction was jailed for three years at the 
Crown Court in Londonderry.

Tracey Curran, 44, pleaded guilty to six charges of unlawfully taking the money 
from the Bank Of Ireland and American Express credit card accounts belonging 
to her employer.

Source: https://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/northern-ireland/
woman-who-stole-600k-from-employers-to-feed-gambling-addiction-
jailed-for-three-years-38850876.html

Example 2

The 2013 breach of American retailer Target is an example of a breach caused 
by employees acting unknowingly. Someone at a partner company opened 
an email infected with malware and poor internal controls allowed criminals 
to then gain access to Target. On top of this, many of Target’s own staff were 
using weak or even default passwords, and storing login credentials on servers 
where the hackers could access them. The company was also using outdated 
software with inadequate patching, creating more security holes.
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Disclaimer

Every effort has been made to ensure that the information 
contained within this learning material is accurate and reflects 
current best practice. All information provided should be used 
as guidance only, and adapted to reflect local practices and 
individual working environment protocols.

All legislation is correct at the time of printing, but is liable to 
change (please ensure when referencing legislation that you  
are working from the most recent edition/amendment).

Neither Learning Curve Group (LCG); nor their authors, 
publishers or distributors accept any responsibility for any 
loss, damage or injury (whether direct, indirect, incidental or 
consequential) howsoever arising in connection with the use of 
the information in this learning material.

Whilst NCFE has exercised reasonable care and skill in 
endorsing this resource, we make no representation, expressed 
or implied, with regard to the continued accuracy of the 
information contained in this resource. NCFE does not accept 
any legal responsibility or liability for any errors or omissions 
from the resource or the consequences thereof. 

Copyright 2021

All rights reserved. All material contained within this manual, 
including (without limitation): text; logos; icons; and all other 
artwork is copyright material of Learning Curve Group (LCG), 
unless otherwise stated. No part of this publication may be 
reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any 
form or by any means (electronic, mechanical, photocopying, 
recording or otherwise), without the prior permission of the 
copyright owners.

If you have any queries, feedback or need further 
information please contact:

Learning Curve Group 
1-10 Dunelm Rise
Durham Gate
Spennymoor, DL16 6FS
info@learningcurvegroup.co.uk
www.learningcurvegroup.co.uk

This resource has been endorsed by national Awarding 
Organisation, NCFE. This means that NCFE has reviewed it 
and agreed that it meets the necessary endorsement criteria.

LCG-PCS March 2021
Version 1 (603/5853/1) PC1A
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